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WHAT IS GTPS.FINANCE
It is a decentralised financial protocol and a platform to bridge the two financial
worlds; the centralised and the decentralised systems of financial planning and
management.
It is responsible for issuing our token; Global Transaction Payment Solution [GTPS]
and provide a platform to plan and bridge assets between block-chains. A platform to
implement several financial strategists to increase returns on staked tokens through
lending staked capital, borrowing money using the staked deposits as collateral to
maximise returns. Above all involved in the movement of capital deposits around in
search of better yields. Then harvest the yields only when they have become
profitable. Collecting fees between 5 to 20% of rewards then reward the stakers, vault
managers, strategists, etc. not only with interest and compound but also with a
portion of trading fees, and a percentage of profits from fees as well as rewards in
the form of our yield token Gtps.Finance. One that will be given to stakers as they
stake GTPS.
We will rely mostly on automation and smart contracts using vaults to lock assets and
increase the value of our GTPS.

WHAT MAKES GTPS SO UNIQUE AND DIFFERENT TO ALL OTHER
CRYPTOCURRENCIES
All other crypto currencies adopt the current conditions and adjust to what is already
there;- a dysfunctional centralised financial system. Most adjust to what is already
there. This makes all current cryptocurrencies unfit to be a mainstream currency. Most
have fixed supply and they get value from a speculative nature-phenomenon that
make them volatile enough to be a form of currency.
GTPS is part of a new global system of financial planning and governance. A holistic
approach; one to be implemented by the global wing of Tomorrow’s World Order. Our
system intends to provide a new platform that address everything that influence
financial systems and how digital currencies behave.
We intend to bridge the centralised financial systems and the decentralised systems.
Bridging and overseeing development and growth. In the process make GTPS an
official global currency. The idea is to put things in place that lifts wealth levels as well
as our GTPS’s value increases. Introduce and make it mandatory for all countries to
use two currencies. One; our GTPS as the standard global digital currency. The official
medium of exchange. Secondly their own fiat just like now but with a choice to add
their own digital currency as well.
We intend to make GTPS the official New Single Reserve Global Currency that all
nations’ fiat is pegged to. This is the only way to increase wealth for all to levels
thousand years from now. Currently every country peg own currency to the US$ but
the US might be having economic issues meaning growth remains the same for years.
But picture pegging to a currency not associated with any country.
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A true global currency that can increase in value regardless on how the country
performs etc.
We intended to increase wealth levels as well by providing opportunities to all to
stake our GTPS as savings and getting interest and compound interest and rewards
in the form our our yield token Gtps.Finance.
Our GTPS’s value will increase and people will still be able to transact because we
will lift wealth levels for all. Unlike the currenct system that benefits a few only;
making everyone else unable to afford to transact. We are to plough back some of
the fees into the system as rewards to people who are contributing to the growth.
Our system will minimize the rise of layers. It is a fact that even these layer two or
three platforms, at some point will become like Ethereum as the value of the native
token rises. Gas fees wil rise too but if the people’s wealth is increasing too then
they can still afford to transact.
Our approach is a system that works. One that recognizes that a global leader is
needed for the world to function properly.
Our system don’t put emphasis on the high gas fees etc as value of native token
increase, but put emphasis in making sure that wealth levels are increasing too.
Funds are to be ploughed back as rewards or invested in financial instruments that
benefit the loyal users.
Current centralised systems don’t offer easy access to financial instruments that
can help in wealth accumulation. But our system provide financial instruments and
opportunities for everyone to simple stake our GTPS. We do the rest by adopting
best strategies to ensure they get the highest yields. In the process reward all with
our yield token; Gtps.Finance. Imagine this on a global scale?
We have laws and systems that will help to remove things that are taking people's
wealth away. When we are fully operational; we will ban taxes and instead replace
these with a savings account for every individual. But we will still deduct or ask
governments to still deduct a percentage of your wages as savings. Not taxes. A
savings account one will have access to when the balance reaches a certain
amount or if the person reaches a certain age.

On a global scale.
Our approach is to provide everything when one is young. Loans, mortages, houses etc rather than for one to work all life to have these only when you one is old.

It is possible. Our system takes the world out of this defensive stage where $trillions
are invested into defense and weapons etc. Now picture a new stage of networking
when everyone trust each other. All the resources are shifted to better use.
We as part of Tomorrow’s World Order we will ban wars.
Heavily invest in renewal better alternatives to fossils fuel. In the end phase out
fossil fuels.
We have a law and order branch and an enforcement unit to remove obstacles to
wealth accumulation.
We will build new infrastructure. Ones fit for the currenct world. Build new cities etc.
Our idea is to rechannel resources to get the best for all humanity.
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INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND.
The realisation that the system is imbalanced and favors the centralised
systems at the expense of all people sparked the need for GTPS.FINANCE.
Our goal is not to redistribute the resources to all but to provide an equal and
opposite platform to centralised financial systems like ones provided by banks
etc. that will create wealth among the people to levels never thought of before;
lifting everyone up in wealth.
GTPS.FINANCE is to provide a decentralised financial protocol, instruments and
a platform to coordinate development and wealth on a global scale as well as
on an individual basis.

On global scale.
We will make our digital currency Global Transaction Payment Solution the
digital currency of the world.
We will achieve this by making it mandatory for all nations on earth to use two
currencies or more but two as mandatory. One; our digital GTPS and the
second their fiat national currency. They have a choice to adopt their own
digital currency on top of that, but ours is compulsory.
This is the only way to achieve economic growth and spark a move to a more
advanced stage of development.
We will make GTPS our digital currency; the New Single Global Reserve
Currency of the world to replace the US$. This is the only way to increase
global wealth and eliminate all the current problems.
We will make our digital currency the official digital currency of the world for
transacting and as a store of value.
We will coordinate and spearhead development as the new world leaders to
oversee the shift from the defensive stage to a highly advanced networking
and cooperation stage where we establish links and bridge all countries, all
blockchains, exchanges etc.
We will make the transfer of assets and resources from one nation to the
other, from one block-chain to the other and from one person to the other,
cheaper and fast. We intend to establish a way where all transfers are to be in
GTPS. We shall have GTPS on every block-chain. To transfer assets, one has to
swap to GTPS of original blockchain or network. The exchange then link to our
smart contracts for batch processing where our system converts assets to
GTPS of destination blockchain. The people transferring assets simply have to
use a hash tx to redeem assets in GTPS of destination blockchain then convert
to assets of their choice.
We will reduce waiting times and fees as we batch transfer everything and use
GTPS globally as the official digital currency.
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We are the bridge and link between nations, block-chains, exchanges and
individuals in every sense as we will make the world one and oversee
development. The reason being that any perfect system has clearly defined
working structures with a hierarchy of authority. Is it a surprise that the world had
no leader before we stepped up and has all these kinds of problems? Namely;
global economic problems, being stuck in the defensive stage, financial crisis,
unemployment, unequal distribution of financial instruments that better off the
people etc.

On a local or individual scale.
We intend to provide equal financial instruments that better off everyone bringing
wealth to everyone. We intend to solve the rise of the second layers etc. by
providing a sound platform that lifts people in wealth as our GTPS increase in
value. The current system favours the few fortunate people; who can still afford to
transact as the native token’s value increase.
Our system provides opportunities never witnessed before of making people rich
through searching of the best yields.
Digital currency enables people to invest assets which they want to hold onto and
make even more money by seeking best yields rates and returns on investments.
GTPS.FINANCE is to provide a platform that allows people to deposit and stake
their tokens and get paid interest and compound interest.
We aim to provided decentralised financial instruments that will allow us to invest
deposited funds into our vaults and pools. Instruments and platform that will
enable us to lend in return of high interest rates.
Instruments that will enable yield farming to maximise returns.

WHAT SOLUTIONS WE PROPOSE TO THE CURRENT PROBLEM.
Several factors will make this a better fast way to wealth and riches.
These decentralised financial instruments are open to anyone with assets to
deposit as collateral. Making GTPS an official digital currency means everyone has
an opportunity to deposit assets as collateral and earn interest and compound
interest. The best opportunity to access wealth opportunities which centralised
governments and banks limit. An opportunity to change the world for the better.
Our GTPS will enable and encourage people to transact globally. Mass adoption
will increase the need to hold onto GTPS as a savings initiative. We will encourage
the staking into vaults of GTPS as a way to increase value of it. Those who stake
GTPS in vaults and pools will be rewarded with our yield token GTPS.FINANCE [GFI]
which they can stake as well to further maximise their returns. Our system will
enable our GTPS to rise in value and remain affordable to transact unlike the
current system where after the value of the native token has increased. Then it
becomes very expensive for everyone else to transact. We will increase wealth
levels of everyone by adopting a comprehensive approach that rewards and gives
back to the people who are the backbone of the system.
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Vault managers will be rewarded bonuses for adopting strategies that gives
maximum returns and for managing the vaults profitably.
We will adopt different yield farming strategies to increase the wealth and the yield
returns. The vault managers will be responsible for looking for ways to maximise
returns and they will report to the global presidents.
The managers will be responsible for liquidity provision to all our pools etc.
Above all high capital deposits pools are to be automated. We will develop an
algorithm that creates the best yield returns. The presidents will make sure that the
vault managers are looking for the best yields and using the automation as well.
Borrowing the capital to other less risk instruments for high returns.
We will form partnerships with others involved in yield farming and compound
returns. We will provide different financial instruments.
We will provide borrowing opportunities where people deposit their assets with us
and get other assets for immediate investment e.g. stable coins.
Where impermanent losses can be avoided or minimised, we can encourage people
to provide liquidity in return for a percentage of trading fees and rewards in the
form of our Gtps.Finance.
There are other instances where some platforms reward in their own native tokens
which can be traded for fiat etc. We will take these opportunities seriously.
The vault system makes it possible to lock assets for different periods and also
give different returns in fees etc. There are penalty fees for withdrawing deposits
early.
We aim to make GTPS the new single global reserve currency and on a global scale
we will use vaults and encourage all nations to use these vaults for several reasons,
but all aimed at increasing economic growth and development.
We will encourage nations to use several instruments and strategies to increase
economic growth. They can reduce the amount of the circulating GTPS in their
economy so that the value of GTPS increases; that means their fiat and or digital
currency then becomes more cheaper and favourable, and they can increase
exports as their goods become cheaper. They can increase circulating GTPS to
lower the value and make their currency expensive to encourage people buying
their goods using our GTPS.
Every country will peg their currency to our GTPS.
Vaults means cheaper transacting fees. They can lock their assets for say three
months, six or more months. Meaning fewer changing of assets in search of a
better investment. After the vault lock-period has expired and if the vault was
profitable then fees will be deducted between 10 to 20 % of which a percentage of 1
to 5 % will go to vault managers. Another 1 to 5% will be distributed back as
rewards. Some for miscellaneous as in day to day running of the vault.
Roles of the presidents.
The presidents who are project leaders and assistants have a role to play. They
must sign off and approve strategies adopted and the financial instruments
employed. They are to oversee the verification and approval of smart contracts
etc. They are to monitor all vault managers to ensure proper procedures are being
followed and that these managers are incentivised enough and motivated enough
to do their best to adopt the best strategies to maximise better yield returns.
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They must constantly check the changing investment environments to make sure
that capital deposited is secure and being used to maximum use. They must work
and monitor developers, smart contracts writers etc.
They are responsible for making sure that all our smart codes are open source for
anyone to look at. We emphasise the check and verify paradigm instead of the
trust notion. Some or all of the investments markets and financial instruments
employed can easily change without notice and it is their duty to mitigate fast.
Managers to decide when vaults can be harvested but as a general rule only
profitable vaults can be harvested.
All fees to be clearly stated to the stakers before they have deposited into the
vaults. High deposit vaults are to be automated to maximise returns even though
managers and project leaders can still be responsible. Their role is an overseer one
rather than involved in the strategic process. That means fees for high deposits
that are for longer periods say six months or more are to be lower to increase
returns to the stakers.

THE CURRENT CRISIS
GTPS.FINANCE is the name of our project that will bridge the centralized world and
the decentralized digital world connecting the two worlds in order to take the world
to the next stage of development. A stage more advanced that humanity will not
rely on weapons; all kinds of weapons: digital included to get all the resources one
can’t afford at gun point like it is today. Humanity has been stuck in this stage for a
long time because the system is meant to keep the status quo where wars,
weapons, sanctions and all kinds of evil are the drivers of the economy. Picture
huge oil queues followed by wars, sanctions etc. All this; no matter how this sounds
is due to the fact that humanity today can’t afford to pay the market price, so
humanity has put things in place to be able to get everything; by controlling
market forces. Making weapons with the few resource’s they have humanity has
and then use the weapons to get or control prices of needed commodities etc.
Is it a surprise that problems that were paramount in the 1970s are still problems
today? Economic problems like high unemployment, financial crisis, wars,
corruption and human rights abuses etc.
The critical issue is that the system creates situations where the financial system
benefits a few who understand it creating major social gaps. The monetary system
is controlled by central governments, banks etc. who make huge profits and limit
the fiat emissions to the people who need it. The system; no matter what, is
designed to give and take and keep taking through high loan repayments, high
mortgages, high taxes, high levies etc. Above all and at certain intervals trigger a
rollback function that sweeps everything taking money from all people back to the
central systems..
But a perfect system has an equal but opposing force that re-balances everything.
This has triggered the rise of the digital currency systems to offset the huge
imbalances and financial inequalities through redistributing of resources from the
centralised world to the masses, hence the rise of Gtps.Finance.
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A lack of a global official digital currency.
Just look how it is easy for a country with a single official currency to be able to
transact and steer growth. Now imagine GTPS being the official global currency.
Digital currency is like the oxygen we breath and fiat money of a country is like
blood and the body need both of these to function properly. All the current global
problems are due to the lack of digital currency that acts as a global currency
hence our GTPS.
We provide a new single global reserve currency. The solution to all economic
growth issues. One all countries can peg their currencies to. A currency that is not
affiliated to any country. Meaning they don’t have to follow that country’s
economic reforms or plans etc. meaning they can decide what is best for them
without the pressures to adopt the financial structures as well. We are not affiliated
to any country. All countries can use strategies to steer their own growth by
reducing circulating amounts of GTPS in the economy, etc. to influence price of
their own fiat etc.
We will present opportunities for anyone to increase their wealth.
We will bridge the decentralised world and the centralised world by linking all to
mutually exist without crackdowns, hostility, and suspicion, etc. Picture how fast the
centralised world asks for handouts from the decentralised world in times of crisis
and then instigate a crackdown of financial instruments bettering off the people.
We will provide a platform for these two to work together side by side for
maximum wealth and growth.
We will provide an easy way to transfer assets from one block-chain to the other;
fast and cheap using bulk-batch transfer systems. We will be able to make
everyone convert all assets to GTPS of specific platform or block-chain then use
our smart contracts to transfer these with the people redeeming assets as GTPS of
destination then convert to any asset.
We will establish the true inter-blockchain communication and networking platform
and system as these are our plans for the world. We will be the bridge between
countries, block-chains and exchanges.
We will provide the best staking and yield farming that is automated for maximum
returns and reduced fees.
We will provide a way for everyone to be involved in the development of the
platform through the holding of GTPS that will enable them to vote.
We will provide peace of mind as the new global leaders; meaning that no other
government will initiate crackdowns etc. A global president instils stability and give
guarantees to the system.
Making centralised systems work side by side with the decentralised digital world
brings the best of both worlds for the benefit of all humanity. That strengthens
GTPS as the new global currency and the new single global reserve currency
meaning also easy mass adoption. A better world that is not hooked on defence
and oneness but on cooperation and networking; in the process freeing resources
to be used somewhere else.
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WHAT ARE OUR AIMS.
We aim to increase wealth among all people. Read the GTPS.FINANCE as part of
Tomorrow’s World Order’s decentralised financial plan below.

HOW WE ACHIEVE THAT.
In short, we intend to encourage the centralised worlds to cut taxes.
We intend to establish a savings account for each individual that is held by the
centralised systems until the person reaches a certain age or the funds reaches a
certain amount. We intend to empower people younger in life than as pensioners.
We intend to provide loans that are payable throughout life but people having
everything early in life. The current system makes people have everything late in
life when they are old.
We will build new cities and infrastructure fit for the 21 century.
We will heavily invest in renewal energy sources and phase out fossil fuels which
are triggers of all major wars that kill women and children.
We will provide sound financial planning and management on a global scale.
We will heavily recruit strategists, vault managers, smart contract developers,
auditors, developers, programmers etc. and make everything open source and
transparent creating new standards etc.
Our plans are not just to do with Inter-blockchain Communication IBC and
networking no, but with linking the whole world. The IBC's task regarding
blockchains is like a testnet for us for the real global linking plan. So excited to see
how we can achieve the same in the real world.
We will provide an effective justice system where victims are treated as such and
not be further abused to cover up for evil. The whole system is crooked; a huge
bunch of abuse and coverings as the ones at top are evil as well. We will have an
enforcing wing so that we fulfil our plans.
We will take the world out of the defensive stages where weapons are central. To a
new stage of advanced technology. A stage where all countries use two currencies.
A digital one; our GTPS and their own fiat plus their own digital one too. A world
where we act as overseers to coordinate and guide development. A stage where
everyone has access and means to decentralised financial instruments of creating
wealth.
An open and free world where the sky is the only limit. A world better for all in
every sense of the phrase.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS TO YOU?
To know the benefits, you must read this article.
10 reasons why you should be our partner from our blog.
https://medium.com/@welcome_73960/become-our-partner-be-part-ofsomething-great-de37fedb8fc2
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10 Big Reasons to Become Our Partner.
1. GTPS is to become the currency of the world. We intend to make it mandatory for
all nations in the world to use two currencies. One our digital currency GTPS; and
their own fiat plus if they want their own digital currency.
2. We will make GTPS the New Single Global Reserve Currency to replace the US$.
The only way to increase wealth and economic growth to new levels never thought
of before.
3. We will bridge the centralised world and the decentralised worlds and provide a
platform to increase cooperation and networking while steering growth and wealth.
We will act as overseers; coordinating development.
4. Our GTPS will power the world to the next stage of development by being the
global official digital currency for transacting and as a store of value.
5. GTPS will act as a saving incentive as we will encourage staking as a way to
increase its value. Staking and yield farming will become core values.
6. GTPS will become the best store of value as it has a global leader behind it. It is
part of a comprehensive package that will increase wealth of all people so that
even if its value increases people will still afford to transact. No government
crackdowns that destroys value etc. People will feel confident to invest and that is
an asset in itself.
We will operate globally and make GTPS an official currency of all the world as we
bridge the whole world as one.
7. GTPS is part of a new global governance and financial plan to be implemented
by Tomorrow’s World Order. A plan to take the world to the next stage of
development bringing wealth to all to levels never imagined before.
8. GTPS is to be the bridging asset from one country to the other; from one blockchain to the other; from one exchange to the other; from one person to the other.
We will have GTPS on every block-chain. To move assets, one simply has to
exchange any assets to GTPS; then get GTPS of desired destination and then
convert back to assets but of new destination. Easy as ABC. Fast as lightning bolt.
Cheap and fast. This is because we will batch transact all orders fast and cheaply.
Everyone has to convert to GTPS before bridging assets.
9. The holistic approach enables us to solve all current problems that creates only a
few rich people who can still afford to transact when everyone else can’t. The
approach means everyone becoming rich as well. We bridge nations, governments
and the decentralised worlds. We provide a platform to steer growth and
development. [Mind you. Nothing on earth ever worked well without a leader. A
country has a president/prime minister/leader etc. A university has a chancellor,
etc. But the world had no leader until now.]
10. *We will stop wars and the needless killings of women and children by banning
reliance on fossil fuels the major trigger of wars. We will heavily invest in renewal
alternative sources of energy.
* We will put a just legal system that tackles the culprits rather than the victims. Put
a strong legal system globally that is unbiased and stands for justice. One to be the
future way of doing things. It starts now.
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* Do you know we have been stuck in the defensive stage of development for more
than two thousand years. Where mankind with the little resources he has makes
weapons: all kinds of weapons even nowadays digital ones to control the flow of
money and resources and get whatever he can’t afford through use of these
weapons.
When we should be networking and collaborating to solve all problems. Bridging
countries, block-chains, exchanges, etc. for best performance. Banning wars,
bridging the centralised worlds and the decentralised world. To work together and
achieve growth. Growth never thought off. In the process; lift everyone up bringing
wealth to all to levels never thought of before. As our GTPS increase in value
people’s wealth increase too to be able to continue transacting. Our system
improves the development of new layers to avoid themselves at some point in the
future becoming stagnate; as the value of the native token increases which in turn
means high fees.
This is a fact; that as the previous layer become so expensive as value of the native
token increases the whole system stagnate as only a few rich can continue to
transact. Our system means forever growth in value and wealth of the people and
forever transacting. The perfect system that carries everyone with it for continued
growth.
Imagine the world using two currencies as standard? Our GTPS; and country specific
fiat currency even their own digital currency as well. Some countries have tried
using two currencies but on their own they will never achieve what they can achieve
now that we are the global leaders to oversee and coordinate development.
Imagine your perfect eyes and legs working alone without the brain’s coordination.
Okay you might see perfectly but who is going to tell the legs to go in the right
direction?
We are the brain; that is there to coordinate and instruct. The most critical thing
mankind has overlooked over the centuries is the need for an overseer. A
coordinator of development and a platform-provider to smooth things up. We can’t
afford to let the world go without a global leader. Welcome to Gtps.Finance part of
Tomorrow’s World Order’s global governance and financial management plan.
JOIN US TODAY.
Provide liquidity.
Be Our Partners.
Become Part of Something Big.
Imagine a world that is so rich;
*with sound financial systems and brand new modern and efficient cities and
buildings? Because we will build some.
*with no wars whatsoever as we will ban wars and reliance on fossil fuels the major
trigger of wars. Meaning no needless deaths of the most valuable yet undervalued
people; those who are killed by these wars; mainly women and children.
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*imagine heavy investment in renewable alternative energy sources?
*imagine a holistic system that address all global problems. No economic
stagnation etc.
*imagine a world where you can easily move assets fast and cheaply.
*Imagine a world where governments and the decentralised world cooperate and
trade together. Picture in times of crisis governments seeking handouts from the
decentralised worlds but soon after then instigate a crackdown? We level the
playing field for the better of humanity at large; to steer growth and development.
Why wait?
JOIN US TODAY.

OUR FUTURE PLANS.
To expand and keep growing increasing wealth among the people. While improving
living standards to new levels. In other words, to keep empowering everyone
financially.

BROADER PLANS: TOMORROW’S WORLD ORDER’S EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY.
Executive Summary.

✓ A plan to develop our new global digital currencies, namely Global Transaction

Payment Solution [GTPS], and Gtps.Finance [GFI] that will power our new global
system of governance. We believe that the current system is obsolete and not fit for
its purpose. The world has changed since the Bretton Woods system and a new
system is now mandatory. We need to replace the whole global system with a
system that reflects the time we are living in. New economic and financial systems,
new systems of governance, new judiciary systems; meaning new laws, and above
all, new monetary systems.
Cryptocurrencies are part and parcel of the future’s new system; side by side with
fiat. We strongly believe that to develop further the world must adopt our system
where they use two currencies. Our digital currency is compulsory to all countries on
earth and their fiat national currency.
The whole world must use a minimum of two currencies, one digital and the other
fiat. We as Tomorrow's World Order, we will become overseers to guide humanity to
the next stage of development that involves extreme technological development,
networking, and cooperation. The current system relies on mankind using the few
resources he has making weapons that he uses to get all the resources he can't get
or afford like oil etc., through wars; sanctions and invasions. FACT.
But we are saying that we have a solution to all global problems; debt, budget
deficit, financial crashes, imbalance of payments, corruption, wars, unemployment;
economic problems, hyperinflation, economic stagnation, even social problems.

✓
✓

✓
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Our system is a comprehensive system that looks at all aspects; to come up with a
solution that will bring wealth to all. To levels never thought possible in our time.
This means we need all cryptocurrencies etc. and we will become the World's First
with myself becoming the first global president. The reason being that every
successful organisation or entity has a leader to guide and oversee it and make
rules and planning for the success of that organisation. Schools, colleges,
universities, military barracks, companies, and countries, etc. all have a leader but
for more than 2000 years the world has none. Hence all the current problems we
are having.
The current system has been there for the past 2000 years simply because this is
the only system mankind knows; the tried and tested one therefore one that works.
But I ask you what is good for the needless deaths of women and children just
because a country can't afford resources like oil at the market price doesn’t mean
war to lower the prices and take control in the process killing thousands of innocent
women and children. We are saying no to that. We have a solution. We must think
outside of the box.
We have a new solution that bans wars, fossil fuels, reliance on old outdated
methods and thinking, and a new system of realising that the world is changing,
and everyone must be rich to levels never thought of possible. This is possible but
we need great minds and courageous people. Our system works. It benefits all
humanity bringing up living standards to the highest levels for the past 2000 years.
Yes, our system will financially empower everyone and every country on earth.
The use of two currencies at the same time for all world countries means fighting
hyperinflation and increasing wealth in the only possible way. Through printing new
money with each nation handing this new money to us; Tomorrow’s World Order, to
deposit in our Global Reserve Bank. We then offer them our digital currency
equivalent to use in their economy fighting inflation and increasing the value
without watering down the value of their currency. This newly printed money in our
Global Reserve Bank will act as savings for each country, empowering every nation
on earth. Banning unscrupulous institutions like the IMF and the World bank with
their exorbitant fees and loans, etc.
We will then build brand new modern cities from scratch with the new money.
Provide all services and goods globally concerning all nation in order to fight
inflation and increase the provision of goods to match the new money.
We will control the circulating income by releasing more of our digital currencies
or advising the country to increase the circulating levels of their fiat.
We will ban taxes for individuals and replacing these with government-held
savings accounts for every individual. Making savings for everyone mandatory
means increased wealth.
Yes, no more taxes. But instead a savings account we will use to offer services
like health care etc. depending on the balance. We will still deduct a percentage
from wages and salaries but deposit this in their savings account. The individuals
will have excess to the funds at a certain age or if the balance reaches a certain
amount.

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
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✓ No deductions and money to be given to the government, e.g. at the sale of

property or when a person dies. Cut and reduce and fund other ways. Donations to
charities, government bodies etc. to be banned. Wealth must not be destroyed but
saved and remain in the family and even forwarded to the next generations. The
current system makes people work entire life; saving. Taking money from the
government and companies etc. then the government in the end takes all the
money back through medical bills before death or taxes on property and other
wealth, etc. No more of this.
For wealth to increase, there must be continuous accumulation without loss.
No taxes but savings kept by us the new global power, so we use these savings as
collateral to provide loans and services.
Most of the things to be declared as basic human rights and offered in the early
years of life rather than at the end of life. People spend years buying houses etc.
mortgaging these only to lose at the end etc.
Younger generations get all basics like housing, loans, etc. at the beginning of life.
At 16- 20, everyone must have a house, car loans, etc. Driver’s licenses as GCE- O
levels are offered at end of the study as part of the curriculum. Lessons as part of
school study. Finish GCE with driver’s licenses awarded at the same time as well.
Remove all obstacles.
Countries use their currency to their competitive advantage lowering prices of
local currency to increase exports concerning our global mandatory digital
currency. Countries never to borrow again. All countries to have savings with us.
Two currencies mandatory; our digital currency and their fiat.
Cryptocurrencies to be part of the global system. You can see that on its own; fiat
can’t deal with inflation, financial crashes, unemployment, national and global debt,
etc. Cryptocurrencies can’t handle increases in gas fees and volatility. All these on
their own will never work, hence the need for Tomorrow's World Order. We can
provide our digital currencies that will reduce gas fees and stabilise the system. We
work to empower everyone as individual cryptocurrency owners etc. are there to
outsmart everyone else hence lack of control in dealing with rising costs etc. We
can introduce a digital currency like Gtps.Finance to stabilise gas fees without
impacting anything else. We are neutral and independent of everyone.
Our Global Transaction Payment Solution will act as the New single global
reserve currency to be used by all countries to manipulate prices etc. to their
advantage. To increase exports to impact the balance of payments etc. Only we
can do that. The US dollar is the current global reserve currency but look at all the
US accusations of countries like China that they are playing dirty, etc.
What China is doing is manipulating the situation to its advantage. Lowering the
value of their fiat currency to increase exports. The US then complains that China is
dumping goods etc. This is because the US can't do the same with affecting the
value of their dollar as it is the global reserve currency. China uses two currencies
their fiat and the US dollar as the benchmark. The US on the other side can only use
its dollar. It can’t lower the value of this dollar to increase exports or make
international trade deals favourable. Simply because everyone else is using their
dollar as the benchmark.
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The US on the other side can only use its dollar. It can’t lower the value of this dollar to
increase exports or make international trade deals favourable. Simply because
everyone else is using their dollar as the benchmark. But now picture the US using our
digital currency GTPS as their benchmark and lowering the US dollar value so that it
becomes favourable to importers and most trade dealers. Imagine the US limiting the
circulating amount of their dollar while leaving our digital currency levels where there
are? This means a scarcity of the US dollar as they put some in reserves this will
increase its value. Things other countries are doing but what the US can’t do.
Look how it is expensive for the US to buy oil etc. from the middle east ending up
engaging in wars. Believe it or not, all wars have nothing to do with emancipating or
liberating the local people. But a game of survival in dealing with reducing the national
debt. Now picture us as the overseers of the world, offering everyone equal
opportunities to take wealth to the next levels. Imagine everyone using our digital
currency to fight hyperinflation and increasing wealth to the highest levels possible.
The current system gives and takes and destroys in vicious cycles so that in the end
you are worse off or where you started. People spend years building wealth, losing
time as they age. Now they don’t have the time, but they have the wealth but before
they know it the system steps in making them sick; using digital advanced technology
to rob them of all their wealth just before killing them.
The government has many laws and tricks to take back or roll back all the wealth
back to its coffers. Our system in perpetuity will mean wealth accumulation, as we will
ban all this.
Instead of taxes, give everyone a savings account which we will hold until say age 30
or 40 or if the balance for example; for argument sack reaches $100 million. Where
the person can take and enjoy the money while they still have a lot of time. Not to
wait until all wrinkly.
No donations to governments etc. this will deter illegal hacking of humans and
radiation doses being used, etc.
Loans and help with everything regarded as mandatory, e.g. for housing, cars, etc.
We will use 200 plus nations’ savings in our Global Reserve bank to build new cities
from the ground and provide excellent modern-day housing and services for
everyone. Offer preferences to either stay in old cities which we will improve or move
to brand new cities.
Ban fossil fuel-driven technologies etc. Ban petrol and diesel cars. Use of these in
buildings etc.
Ban materials that are bad for humans in housing and everywhere.
Ban boundaries between countries. Reduce restrictions on visas etc. Make global
travel easy and perfect. Introduce global identification for easily passing borders, etc.
Increase networking and technological advancement.
Introduce a new law and order. New courts to deal with issues the current system
can’t address like lack of court’s jurisdiction.
We are not going to change how current nations are run. Leaders remain as they
are but now, they are answerable to us. In some situations, we act as advisers or
overseers who are neutral, but if the issue is material, we have the final say.
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We have everyone's interest at heart, and we are fair. Our laws will guide all of
humanity.
International law violators have something to think deeply about for we will have
powers to order the whole world to attack or sink a nation. But we aim to provide a
platform that will make it possible for all to come together, work together and
solve global problems together.
All this is possible due to our system of providing mainly three digital currencies
and a platform that supports the new system of global governance. These will help
us and every nation to take wealth and living standards to new heights never
thought possible in our lifetime. Therefore, these currencies are of paramount
importance to us.
Our GTPS will act as the main currency for all transactions as well as being the
new single global reserve currency a post currently occupied by the US dollar.
The Gtps.Finance will act as the basic coin that will be manipulated to keep fees
of transacting down. Imagine Ether fees or bank fees rising according to market
prices as wealth increases? Our system will increase the value of everything
meaning also the high cost of transacting and gas fees, etc. But the Gtps.Finance
can be used to keep everything down but enjoying the high market values of
things, etc.
We also have the Ultimatalioniscoin that will be used for enforcing our laws, the
system, and dealing with violators. This will be used for maintaining our system and
putting things in place to make sure that the platform we provide will run smoothly.
This will for example; pay for people who work for us and employees of every
government on earth. Who will take this money to banks etc. to change it for other
currencies used for goods and services etc.? Buying for example of goods will be
done in one currency and payments for services as part of the government by a
different currency even though the currencies can be used interchangeably. To
function properly wages salaries and payments by government bodies and other
people on official duties must be made say in Ultimatalioniscoin coins. Whereas
shopping and other economic activities must be in either local currencies, our GTPS,
or Gtps.Finance or their fiat or digital currencies, etc.
But they can take wages in Ultimatalioniscoin coins to exchange them for their
national currencies or our GTPS, or Gtps.Finance. Nations are permitted to have
their digital currencies, which they can use to lower prices as well to make it
favourable to outsiders etc. concerning our mandatory one.
A decentralised cryptocurrency system like Bitcoin’s system will be part of the
system but probably categorised as part of investments rather than a monetary
system. But all are welcome.
So, we will provide value for money. Increase wealth. Eliminate all current global
problems. Provide a platform that will be used to benefit all humanity. Provide a
new monetary system. Provide a new judiciary system. Provide a new social and
economic system.
Above all increases levels of wealth and living standards to the highest levels.
Conclusion.
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➢ It all starts with us. We can’t expect others to solve global issues. Here is a
chance for every human to change things for the better. There is no doubt that the
current system crashed many years ago and that only a new system is the only
answer. For seventy years they have devised and planned, yet the system and
situation haven’t changed. We are arguing that we can do better as a people. It is
up to us to act and act we must act now. We can’t leave things to chance.
➢ Institutions like the United Nations Security Council gives all women and kids
false hopes of security by preaching of ending wars yet they have no powers
themselves and are part and parcel of the corrupt system trading women and
children’s souls for jobs and lower price of resources globally like oil to avoid long
queues at the fuel pumps, etc. We stand firm against such thinking and declare that
humanity must change its thinking. We can change the world for the better and we
can’t do this alone. That is when you come in.
➢ Be part of this special movement and make the world a better place for
everyone. It is easy and can be achieved but requires your commitment as well.
What is the main problem is the lack of a Single Reserve Global Currency [SRGC] to
take humanity to the next level of development?
➢ FACT: A lack of money makes today’s leaders make cheaper weapons and then
use these cheaper weapons to get expensive things they can’t afford like oil at
affordable prices.
➢ FACT: Our system creates enough money and savings that will make making
cheaper weapons to get expensive resources look stupid as everyone will afford to
buy at any market price. We have put in place a system and framework to create
enough money for everyone and fight hyperinflation at the same time solving
global problems.
➢ What is not to like there? What are you waiting for? JOIN US TODAY!!
➢ Our currencies will make global transactions cheaper, fast, and easy. The current
ones will lose due to high transaction and gas fees as value increases. Any
attempts to try to stabilise costs will suffer too in the long run because you can't
keep prices down without causing structural damage to the system. But our
Gtps.Finance will help by increasing wealth levels that keep cost lower by working
side by side with the country’s fiat, etc.
➢ A system and currencies with a leader and a framework behind it to support and
defend it and secure it to give everyone a sense of trust and predictability. Look at
the volatility of bitcoin at threats of a crackdown. Most digital currencies lack that
stability and or predictability that usually triggers growth and value in a digital
currency. We declare that our already made tokens which we will exchange for
other new ones once we have raised funds; will have their blockchain to make sure
that everyone is a player and willing to contribute. Our system, our SRGC, and
framework will;
✔ eliminate current global and national debt through methods suggested above
like treating global debt as having a depreciating value instead of appreciating
value. After certain years if not paid then the debt can be written off against a
global debt fund reserve. ✔ Provide a Global Reserve Bank [GRB] where they can
deposit newly printed money and get our GTPS, Gtps.Finance or Ultimatalioniscoin
in exchange instead.
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This stimulates savings and as an incentive to keep printing there is interest on
savings. Our reserve bank will be the biggest with currencies of all nations to boost
the wealth of these nations. This GRB will act as a money supply control mechanism
removing extra money from the system while it earns interest as well at the same
time, fighting hyperinflation etc. and keeping everything stable. We will use say a
certain percentage of the savings account balance to provide specialist functions
e.g. multinationals that increase the supply of goods in relation to greater demand
due to new money.
✔ An independent reserve global currency will solve the Triffin Dilemma.
✔ A single global reserve currency will solve the Beggar-thy-Neighbour issue.
✔ Our GTPS, Gtps.Finance or Ultimatalioniscoin will make payments faster and
transaction costs very cheaper
✔ Will enable countries to manipulate many fiscal and monetary systems to
spearhead development through devaluation, pegging, and HMF manipulations to
attract more investors,etc.
✔ Our GTPS. Gtps.Finance and Ultimatalioniscoin, must be used side by side with
local currencies, and nations are encouraged to stockpile our GTPS to improve
trade that will keep the supply of our GTPS. Gtps.Finance and Ultimatalioniscoin,
locally in short supply; this will increases the value of our GTPS.
✔ Other cryptocurrencies can use our currencies as the basis to deal with high fees
swapping their coins and depositing these in our Digital Global Reserve Bank. No
protectionism; a free-floating system with our GTPS; exchanging with all global
currencies both fiat and digital cryptocurrencies etc. through the savings deposit
scheme. ✔ No adjustments as associated with the IMF. Only which create a negative
effect on the other side of the globe and other economic issues to the country
concerned. We stand against adjustments but rely on dealing with debt and writing
off this as the only way to guarantee exponential wealth and growth. We have laws
to protect citizens’ wealth and not let them lose this.
✔ Our system recognises that it’s a vicious cycle; of generating cash, injecting this,
boosting the economy and the extra surplus then creates more negative issues
before it starts contracting again wanting more cash injections. What has been
happening is that the system was being let to crash and the process being started
all over again.
✔Our system recognises that it’s a mistake not to intervene to prevent crashing.
Waiting for the system to crash first and solve it is the biggest mistake of the past
seventy years. All governments and our TWO must and will intervene to maintain
wealth levels and keep injecting new money until desired growth and wealth is
achieved.
✔The government to intervene and bail-out citizens and not banks since printing
new money triggers an ‘I owe you’ situation with governments owing its citizens and
not corporations like banks. To repay this ‘I owe you debt’ the government must
bail out the citizens and write off their debt over time and create at the beginning
Provisional accounts for bad debt, etc.
✔ Greater stability as we tackle most issues that can trigger hyperinflation and
economic problems like sanctions imposed on a country fighting inflation.
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So, we will ban all sanctions. Every nation is sovereign, and sanctions treats
sovereign nations; like kids who need to be grounded, etc. Above all sanctions and
other methods of adjustments are cruel and barbaric and are used to kill women
and children as a weakening took for a better bargain. We stand against such
practices.
✔ Honestly, in conclusion, the current system encourages one or two big nations to
do what everyone else must be doing to grow and forbids everyone else to do just
that but uses them to increase their new markets to supply extra goods to quench
demand increased by printing new money. The system removes other’s sovereignty
and leaves them as dependent nations, hence the lack of growth elsewhere, but
hope is with us. A perfect solution to global problems, Tomorrow’s World Order,
and our Single Reserve Global Digital Currency. ✔ It’s up to you now. Join Us! Let’s
change the world for the better. It can be done. Never leave things to chance. Our
system will work as we are doing this for all mankind and it’s a global movement
surely, we are destined to win.
✔Get in on the winning side and be part of this great revolution a new chapter is
imminent and inevitable. Tomorrow’s World Order.
KIND REQUEST TO ACT
➢ Jump in as we take mankind to the next stage of development.
➢ I assure you that the future is brighter for we have rights to our digital currency
as well as fiat if needed.
➢ It is a great investment. Imagine us as Tomorrow’s World Order controlling the
savings reserves of more than 200 countries as available funds to invest?
➢ Imagine us controlling the whole world running the show and the financial
benefits involved of providing something that works speaking of the value of
money? ➢ Imagine us being the first global-unbiased-leaders there to increase
wealth to new levels and the rewards of successfully doing just that?
➢ Imagine the failures of the current system with financial crashes and all the
problems like global debt, unemployment, lack of growth, wars, and having the
same buildings and infrastructure for more than seventy years? Now think of
possibilities of building brand new cities where people have a choice whether to live
in modern cities or old cities. Where everyone is wealthy through us creating value
using our digital currency? ➢ Imagine a cleaner environment where renewable
energy sources power the world? ➢ Imagine the current system having it succumb
to pandemics etc. with the government failing to deliver vaccines waiting one year
for a one?
➢ Now imagine the enormous savings-money in the Global Reserve Bank we hold
for each country on earth?
➢ Imagine how quickly we would assembly a team to work throughout the night to
find an answer with that kind of resources and the easiness of assembling skilled
expects as we operate globally?
➢ Do you know the so-called illegal digital currencies helped resolve or alleviate the
effects of the pandemic?
➢ They say that; it is illegal to make cheaper lightning-fast transactions to people
who have no bank accounts but okay for digital currency to provide relief for the
pandemic?
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That is wrong, hence our need to provide a platform to bring both to work together
for the common good of enriching humanity.
➢ Imagine leaders begging you to protect health institutions but you being
grounded so that all the infected and other members die inside homes. Now
imagine a new world where it takes weeks instead of years to get results not
because we are smarter but simply because our system is designed to react to
that. We have the resources and manpower to do that and let life continue without
them uninterrupting lives, but with us finding answers swiftly.
➢ Surely every event be it a pandemic or war is showing us how inadequate the
system is. The pandemic made us see what the health system is all about. Useless
and can’t protect anyone. Imagine when enemies are approaching with guns and
the leaders telling you to protect the soldiers by hiding them simply because they
are not prepared to deal with the enemy. Sacrificing yourselves by dying in
thousands to save the health system from being overburdened? That is evil in itself.
➢ Imagine the government running around banning all digital currencies, making
all illegal when they can’t afford even to pay a 1% pay increase to the so-called
frontline workers? ➢ Now imagine the doctors visiting a date and time centuries
ago to recreate that phase in time so that they remain viable and get extra funding
by murdering thousands of innocent people in cold blood. Imagine the same
doctor’s human-hacking everyone at birth and putting even kids on death row from
birth setting them up, torturing them remotely using drone technology, so they
have an alibi of hacking them simply because they want to end up having and
sustaining that job.
➢ I tell you that the world has gone mad. If we don’t take over, this is the dearth of
humanity.
➢ But you MUST act as we all have a legal obligation under international law to act
for the sake of humanity.
➢ To bring this to an end and bring all evil to justice one way or the other. ➢
Imagine your great-grandson asking you what you did to guarantee their future
when we requested you to act.
➢ What would you say?
➢ Are you doing your fair share of your obligation? To make sure that our kids and
their kids will have a life much better than ours or you are either one of those
destroying this future or simply doing nothing because you can’t be asked?
➢ Doing nothing is not an option.
➢ You MUST act now!
➢ Surely if all other generations were simply ignoring this like you are doing right
now, ask yourself if we were going to be here today?
➢ It takes great minds, great courage, great efforts, but today a simple act of
joining and buying our tokens to fund us will suffice.
➢ A simple act of committing yourself and convincing yourself that you want to be
part of this great journey and dream in a more advanced stage of human
development.
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➢ A dream to take humanity to another more adavanced phase. A stage where
there are riches never thought of as possible. Where life is better for all. Where
living standards are to the highest.
➢ Where self-esteem is the greatest.
➢ Where dreams are made.
➢ Where there is hope for all.
➢ A land here on earth where humanity is so advanced in every meaning of the
word to understand what life all is about.
➢ A stage where evil can’t be tolerated.
➢ Where everyone acts for the betterment of everyone simply because it is the
only right thing to do. Where people fight evil no matter who it is.
➢ Where people fight even their own when they cross the line.
➢ Ladies and gentlemen, until you understand our potential and what everyone
else can do to reach that stage of human development then you will never know
what you are missing.
➢ Why settle for mediocre lives when you can have plentiful?
➢ All this is achievable here right now.
➢ Wealth to levels we can only imagine centuries from now.
➢ High living standards, we can only read in books.
➢ Highest global networking and cooperation and self-esteem of the highest
magnitude. ➢ Surely don’t take this lightly.
➢ Breath in and ask yourself.
➢ What do you have to lose?
➢ Don’t you want to try something new? An idea with all hope. A dream to a better
world which is a stage of human development so advanced that we can’t wait to
imagine it. ➢ Today I gave you a chance to smile looking at your future
grandchildren and say yes. I acted.
➢ Yes, I took that step. Yes, I joined and contributed so that your future was
guaranteed. ➢ I give you a chance to be part of something superior. Something to
be proud of. ➢ Imagine saving the lives of women and children who die every day
whenever there is a war?
➢ Imagine helping make the world a clean environment through support for
renewable energy sources?
➢ Imagine helping to build a responsive system that is proactive?
➢ Imagine helping bring the best of both worlds, the central governments, and the
decentralised organisations.
➢ Imagine working up the next day knowing that there is a true global leader that
will stop wars. Don’t be fooled by organisations claiming to stop wars and save
lives like the UN, set up by the current system’s leaders. Just to act as distracters
so that the leaders who formed them can kill innocent women and children on our
watch. The reason being that no one will react because everyone will have thought
that these were to stop the war. Only after where nothing can be done when
people realise what had just happened.
➢ We can’t afford to leave things to chance. We must put a system down to deal
with the real culprits. The top man or woman in the office making decisions about
weapons and triggering wars so that weapons sales go through, etc.
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➢ Now imagine a new system that makes you and all your friends filthy rich as
easy as one, two, and three?
➢ Yes, that system is the system I am putting in place.
➢ So, I can’t emphasize enough how crucial this is to everyone. All I can say is that it
is a win-win situation.
➢ TODAY BUY OUR TOKENS.
➢ I guaranteed you wealth beyond your wildest dreams.
➢ We have rights to our own money so the token is temporary but helps us raise
funds to create our gather our working capital to put things in place.
➢ After all, the tokens will be replaced with real digital coins or even our fiat as we
see fit. ➢ Imagine us being the sole holders of the world’s wealth and everyone on
earth using our three digital currencies as mandatory?
➢ The rewards are unimaginable.
➢ This is fate. This is something that either we or the future generations have to go
through simply because this is the natural order of things.
➢ I presented the opportunity to you because previous generations missed this
chance. ➢ But you are lucky. So, don’t miss it.
➢ JOIN US!
➢ Buy our tokens and donate too if you can for the rewards are great.
➢ What we stand for is universal.
➢ We have global appeal.
➢ Sincerely
➢ David Gomadza
➢ President/Leader
➢ Tomorrow’s World Order
➢ Signed
➢ 30 May 2021.
➢ 00447745900178
welcome@gtps.finance
www.gtps.finance
For more details read:
The New Single Reserve Global Currency: GTPS
David Gomadza Aug 2019
Tomorrow's World Order
David Gomadza 2019
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_Tomorrow_s_Wor
ld_Order?id= VDauDwAAQBAJ
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WELCOME NOTE
Greetings!!
➢ I welcome you all to this new chapter in mankind’s history and a period of
enlightenment in new thinking and different ways never tested before of doing
things but a journey we must undertake as a people to reach our intended
destination. I believe humanity has
failed. Full stop! Humanity has opted for the cheaper, inferior, quick ways of doing
things, yet the most destructive ones relying on outdated ways of going about
every aspect of life. Humanity has opted for weapons as a solution to everything.
Yes, make cheaper weapons and use these to get the most expensive things
unfairly and below market price.
➢ I understand the rationale behind this approach; make cheaper items and use
these to get all the expensive ones. Makes sense. But that makes sense if this is the
only option. I understand their underlying rationale, as well as, should I say their
methods of dealing with the economy, they are short-sighted, therefore just
concerned with solving short term issues.
➢ But what if there is a clever even better way of doing things with the only
drawback being that it requires bold guts and superior thinking and relies on the
foresightedness of the decision-maker? Yes, there is a solution to all global
problems. The only method to take humanity to the next level. A perfect method
that sees everyone better off.
➢ A method that takes humanity to levels of development and wealth never
witnessed before. The only way it was intended but also one that requires brave
minds and bold guts because this means changing what we have been doing for
the past 2000 years. They say hard habits die hard. Your leaders in the past have
opted to silence the bold and the brave rather than change their ways. But now
they have no option. Time is never on their side anymore.
➢ For the past seventy years, we have seen them try all the tactics to eliminate
today’s problems, but I tell you this; the problems and issues at that time are still
the issues now. The current system has crashed. Mankind had a chance after a
chance to change and take the right road out of the defensive stages to
Networking and Cooperation the way it is intended, but there was no overseer or
leader bold enough to show them how and which path to follow. Wars were signals
to mankind for him to change. Okay, your leaders tried to change soon after the
World Wars and opted for peace but after the memories of the war-traumas had
vanished so as the need to advance and change for good.
➢ A global leader was lacking. One unbiased and not representing any nation,
institution, or cult. One to put down a platform and laws that will make the
transition easy. Soon after the wars, in most cases two years after witnessing the
traumas of the war, the mind seemed to have forgotten and soon mankind was at
it again; killing women and children using weapons and wars to get whatever he
needed.
➢ Killing millions of the innocent and defenseless to ‘control others for peace
purposes,’ to lower prices of expensive resources like oil, etc. But I ask you this.
What peace? Whose peace?
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Do you honestly believe that the innocent women and children who died and are
still dying because of wars, sanctions, invasions, etc. don’t want peace too? I don’t
bloody care what justifications they give for all this. To all mankind, peace starts
with these. The women and children are the most precious group of any society but
who are sadly viewed as easy targets to be used as baits through sanctions and so
on to drive political agendas, etc.
➢ I say we must put an end to all this. I understand in the past mankind had no
lasting solutions for all global problems. To some degree, this was his downfall, but
we are saying we have come up with a solution that it’s wrong to kill the innocent,
defenseless people of any society yet the most valuable of any society through
whatever means; sanctions,
invasions, poverty, etc. So, as such, we have banned all things giving your leaders
‘rights to murder’ these precious people of any society. Things are never going to
be the same again. We anticipated resistance and have introduced new ways of
dealing with evil. Trust me, there is no way out. Our laws will sink them. Our system
is fair and just. It’s universal and I guarantee you today that we already have
global appeal.
➢ What we stand for is what everyone; the young, old, rich, poor, no matter what
background, genetic heritage standing, or sexual orientation wishes for and wants.
What we stand for is everyone’s dream. We stand for all humanity and will provide
solutions to help every nation on earth witness riches and levels of wealth never
seen before.
➢ Our plans are bold and genuine and will solve all global problems. It’s a tough
road but I guarantee you wealth never witnessed before, happiness, and peace of
mind. I am ready. Are you ready to change the world for the better? What’s not to
like about banning wars through effective war-banning laws? Banning weapons
forever. Banning sanctions. Banning reliance on fossil fuels the main trigger of all
wars and needless deaths of women and children. After all, it’s just a fossil fuel;
once it’s gone, it’s gone what is not to like to start now planning the future through
searching for alternate reliable, clean energysources while saving lives of people
who would otherwise end up dead due to invasions meant to beat the oil queues.
Above all, at the same time fighting climate change. All current vehicles relying on
oil and other fossil fuels, to be banned by a certain date. Imagine the military
instead of killing, they will be creating. Instead of destroying they will be building.
➢ Do you know that it is a crime for our best boys and girls [in soldiers] to die
needlessly? Gone are the days when your leaders reduce the government’s bill
through sacrificing thousands and wiping a thousand names off the soldier-salarylist; sending them out there unequipped well and facing never seen before threats
in roadside bombs, etc. without proper informational intelligence.
➢ Everyone must be accountable and should recognize and obey our laws. Life
shall be valued and the right to life shall mean that in every sense of the phrase.
Trust me, after reading this book you will know that I mean business. This is a
global movement and you MUST be part of this New World Order. Ladies and
gentlemen; join us and be part of Tomorrow’s World Order am the Founder and
President of Tomorrow’s World Order.
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➢ A global movement not biased or linked to any nation nor cult for that matter. A
movement to solve all global issues through new laws, new methods, and leading
the way. We are Sovereign in our own right and have our currency that will
revolutionize life as we know it. Investment for you as well as you can buy our
global currency that will act as the New Single Reserve Global Currency also while
tackling global issues, a win-win situation.
Are you ready?
JOIN US TODAY!
Tomorrow’s World Order.
Building a Better Today.
Founder and President Mr. David Gomadza
Signed 08/07/2019
welcome@gtps.finance
www.gtps.finance
Revised version signed and dated 12 February 2022
David Gomadza
President and Founder Tomorrow's World Order
Project Leader GTPS.FINANCE
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